
Runsheet of the day 
 

Ceremony 
 
1:30pm Guests arrive  
2:05pm Walk down aisle  
-Processional 
-Megan welcomes everyone 
-Sarah and Tim exchange written vows 
-Imam says prayer 
-Megan marries couple 
-Signing of papers (Tobi Tobi play) 
-Recessional 
 

2:30pm Ceremony finishes  
Megan’s speakers play background music until 3pm 
 

 
 

TIM & SARAH WEDDING RECEPTION 
7TH JANUARY 2023 

CROWN AVIARY 
 
6pm guests arrive 
Notes: 
Pre dinner drinks and canapes served on rooftop 
Tobi Tobi playing acoustic set 
 
 

6:30pm doors open, guests seated  
6:45 MC to welcome guests and bridal party prepare for introduction 
7pm cutting of the cake and toast to follow 
7pm First dance from Tobi and Tobi, followed by 3 more waltzes for guests. 
-Bridal party to join bridal waltz in second verse 
-Tobi Tobi playing other waltzes 

7:10 Entrees served, groom’s side first 
7:20pm waltzes finish 
7:20 sit down for entrées  
7:35Father speeches x 2 (Paul first).  
7:55pm Michael announces valles straight after speeches 
7:55 grooms side valle as long as valles start by 8. 15 minutes tops each valle as Sarah and Tim getting photos at 8:30 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Bridal Party Introduction (in order of people coming out) 
 

1. Grooms Parents – Paul and Najme Mala 
2. Brides Parents – Morrie and Lisa Sulejman 
3. Flower girl Maiya Sulejman (Bride’s niece), page boy Isaac Sulejman (Bride’s nephew), 

and page boy Noah Poley (Groom’s nephew) 
4. Groomsman Dion Sadiku (Groom’s cousin) and bridesmaid Sidorela Meka (Bride’s 

best friend) 
5. Groomsman Aidin Sadiku (Groom’s cousin) and bridesmaid Gabrielle Edgar (Bride’s 

best friend) 
6. Groomsman Stathi Papadopoulos (Groom’s best mate) and bridesmaid Raquel Barolli 

(Bride’s cousin) 
7. Best Man Steven Hatzikostas (Tim’s best mate) & maid of honour Dee Mala (Tim’s 

twin/Sarah’s new sister) 
8. Bride and Groom 

 
 
 
 
 
DJ: Chris Lambas (has done Greek weddings) 0413877784 
Acoustic Duo: Tobi Tobi (double bass, acoustic guitar and vocals 
Albanian Band: Nevzat 
 
Other notes: 
Tim’s job – Bean and Gone 
Sarah’s job: MECCA (facilities coordinator) 
 
Christine made note of Morrie/Eric Bana/Liam Neeson 
 
 
Sarah’s contact: 0458310593 
Tim’s contact: 0411224181 


